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PRESS RELEASE  

History will be made at the world’s only multi-stage race in Antarctica 
 

[8 November, 2016, Ushuaia] —The only multi-stage race on Antarctica will get underway on 18 

November for the seventh time since its first edition 10 years ago.  A full ship will set sail from 

Ushuaia to travel for forty-eight hours across of the notorious Drake Passage - the roughest crossing 

in the world– and that is just to get to the starting line. 
 

History will be made in Antarctica many times over.  Among the twenty-three (23) countries 

represented by the international field of competitors. Jax Mariash from the United States / Canada will 

be the first woman to complete the Grand Slam Plus. Mariash is also the favourite to win the 

women’s race and is set to be crowned the women’s 4 Deserts Champion for 2016 on completion of 

the race.  The men’s competition is very exciting with the Top 3 favorites of Tommy Chen from 

Taiwan, Andrea Girardi from Italy and Kyle McCoy from the United States within seven places of 

the being awarded the title of 4 Deserts Champion 2016.  
 

Cynthia Fish from Canada will also complete the 4 Deserts Grand Slam Plus which is part of her goal 

to complete “5 for 55” as well as an ultramarathon on every content in the year of the 55
th
 birthday!   

Only three people in the world have ever completed the 4 Deserts Grand Slam PLUS – five 

more plan to join that exclusive group in Antarctica this year.  
 

While the most represented countries in the race are China, the United States and Canada, there are 

some countries that will be represented for the first time: Vietnam (Thanh VU), Israel (Avi 

Blaiberg), Czech Republic (Ludy Dvorak) andAustria (Christoph Harreither.  Three of these 

countries will also be making their first appearance in 4 Deserts Club.  
 

While nineteen competitors are set to complete the 4 Deserts Grand Slam or Grand Slam Plus – 

having completed all 4 Deserts (plus the Roving Race) in 2016 - others have taken this journey at a 

more leisurely pace.  Christopher Lewis from Wales will join the 4 Deserts Club thirteen years after 

completing his first race at the inaugural Gobi March in 2003.  More than sixty-percent of the 

competitors at The Last Desert will join the 4 Deserts Club when they cross the final finish line. 
 

On arrival on the Antarctic Continent competitors will set off through some of the continent’s most 

astonishing landscapes and islands - pushing up to 250 kilometers over six stages.  The remarkable 

history of the Antarctic Peninsula provides a type of excitement often only associated with the early 

explorers. The race explores the amazing scenery, a pristine wilderness of snow, ice, mountains 

and waterways, and an incredibly wide variety of wildlife. Apart from penguins and seabirds, 

competitors will also regularly see Weddell, Crabeater and Leopard seals in addition to Minke, Killer 

(Orca) and Humpback whales at close range.  
 

As if The Last Desert was not special enough – competitor Karen Meades and Nicholas Hasbani from 

Canada will marry amid the icebergs and penguins.   
 

For more information go to www.4deserts.com/thelastdesert or email us at info@4deserts.com. 
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